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Laser wake field accelerators (LWFA) have shown the potential to accelerate electrons over

cm scales to GeVs of Energy[1]. LWFA hold promise to provide accelerated electrons for differ-

ent kind of secondary experiments while still being an affordable tool for university sized labs.

While the maximum energy of laser accelerated electrons has been continuously increased,

accurate control over the spectral shape and particularly the spectral bandwidth still needs to

improve to match the requirements for many secondary experiments.

The key to gain control over the spectral shape and the beam emittance is the injection pro-

cess. Different schemes have been proposed and demonstrated, but unwanted self-injection is

still a problem to fight against in most setups.

We have identified a regime in which we can drive a plasma wake self-injection free and inject

electrons into the wake by adding a dopant gas (N2). This allows to study different injection

mechanisms background free.
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Figure 1: The gas jet (self-injection) and the gas cell

(ionization-injection) show different scalings of the accel-

erated electron beam divergence depending on the plasma

density.

Various experimentally obtained scal-

ings of self-injection and ionization-

injection are presented (i. e. fig. 1). Also

strong density variations on the 10µm

scale have been measured within the

gas jet using transversal probing [2]. In

contrast the cell’s homogeneous plasma

density is likely to be the reason for

the suppression of self-injection. The

e−-beam pointing stability has been in-

creased by an order of magnitude.
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